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The primate visual system consists of multiple hier-
archically organized cortical areas, each specialized
for processing distinct aspects of the visual scene.
For example, color and form are encoded in
ventral pathway areas such as V4 and inferior
temporal cortex, while motion is preferentially pro-
cessed in dorsal pathway areas such as the
middle temporal area. Such representations often
need to be integrated perceptually to solve tasks
that depend on multiple features. We tested the
hypothesis that the lateral intraparietal area (LIP)
integrates disparate task-relevant visual features
by recording from LIP neurons in monkeys trained
to identify target stimuli composed of conjunc-
tions of color and motion features. We show that
LIP neurons exhibit integrative representations of
both color and motion features when they are
task relevant and task-dependent shifts of both
direction and color tuning. This suggests that LIP
plays a role in flexibly integrating task-relevant sen-
sory signals.
INTRODUCTION
We often face the challenge of selecting behaviorally relevant
stimuli among competing distracters. For example, we might
need to choose a red target moving rightward at one
moment but a green target moving leftward a moment later.
Solving such a task relies on neuronal representations of
basic visual features such as color and direction, as well as
the ability to keep track of which features are task relevant
(Treisman and Gelade, 1980). Decades of work have described
neuronal representations of visual features in a network of
cortical areas specialized for processing different aspects
of the visual scene. For example, motion is processed in
dorsal stream areas such as the middle temporal (MT) and
medial superior temporal (MST) areas (Born and Bradley,
2005; Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983), while color and form
are represented in ventral stream areas such as V4 and the
inferior temporal cortex (ITC) (Desimone et al., 1985; Zeki,
1976). One appealing theory posits that feature-based selective
attention allows visual feature representations in visual cortex1468 Neuron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Incto be flexibly read out by downstream areas (Treisman and
Gelade, 1980). However, the underlying neuronal mechanisms
that allow such flexible feature integration remain unknown.
While much previous work has focused on the lateral intrapar-
ietal area’s (LIP) role in visuospatial functions (e.g., spatial
attention, saccadic eye movements) (Bisley and Goldberg,
2003; Gnadt and Andersen, 1988; Goldberg et al., 1990), we
hypothesize that feature-based attention allows LIP neurons
to flexibly integrate multiple visual feature representations
from upstream areas. LIP is interconnected with both dorsal
and ventral stream visual areas (Felleman and Van Essen,
1991; Lewis and Van Essen, 2000) and can encode visual fea-
tures such as direction (Fanini and Assad, 2009), color (Toth
and Assad, 2002), and form (Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Sereno
and Maunsell, 1998), particularly when stimuli are task relevant
(Assad, 2003).
LIP is also interconnected with areas of the prefrontal cor-
tex (PFC) (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1989), which has
been associated with executive functions and the voluntary
control of attention (Armstrong et al., 2009; Funahashi et al.,
1989; Ibos et al., 2013; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Miller et al.,
1996). Furthermore, LIP activity can reflect extraretinal and/or
cognitive factors such as categories (Freedman and Assad,
2006; Swaminathan and Freedman, 2012), task rules (Stoet
and Snyder, 2004), and salience (Gottlieb et al., 1998;
Leathers and Olson, 2012). Because LIP participates in both
sensory and cognitive functions, it is therefore well positioned
to flexibly integrate diverse visual and cognitive inputs. This
is further supported by recent work showing that LIP neu-
rons can independently encode, or multiplex, both sensory-
motor and cognitive signals (Meister et al., 2013; Rishel et al.,
2013).
In this study, we tested the hypothesis that LIP integrates
task-relevant visual feature representations. We employed a vi-
sual matching task in which monkeys used two visual features
(color and motion direction) to identify target (i.e., match) stimuli.
One of two sample stimuli was followed by a succession of test
stimuli. Monkeys had to indicate whether the test stimuli
matched the sample in both color and direction. Because the
identity of the sample stimulus varied across trials, the task-
relevant color and direction also varied from trial to trial. This
allowed us to determine how color and direction selectivity in
LIP varied according to which features were task relevant.
Neuronal recordings revealed substantial color and direction
selectivity in LIP. Interestingly, many LIP neurons showed
task-dependent shifts in their direction and/or color tuning,
with most of these neurons showing shifts toward the direction.
Figure 1. Task and Behavior
(A) Delayed conjunction matching task: one of two sample stimuli was presented for 550 ms, in the RF of the recorded neuron (dashed arc, not shown to
monkeys). The sample was either sample A (yellow dots moving downward) or sample B (red dots moving upward). After a 550 ms delay, one to three test stimuli
were presented in succession for 550ms each. All stimuli were conjunctions of one color and one direction. To receive a reward, monkeys had to release amanual
lever when the test stimulus matched the sample in both color and direction. On 25% of trials, none of the test stimuli matched the sample, and monkeys had to
hold fixation and withhold their manual response to receive a reward.
(B) Test stimulus features: eight colors and eight directions were used to generate 64 different test stimuli. Colors varied from yellow to red, and directions were
evenly spaced across 360.
(C) Behavioral performance: both monkeys M and N performed the task with high accuracy as 90% of trials were correct, 5% were misses, and 5% were
false alarms (excluding fixation breaks).
(D) Percent of false alarm responses for each of the 64 test stimuli: each row represents one direction, and each column represents one color.
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Dynamic Visual Feature Encoding in LIPand/or color that was task relevant. This shows that visual
feature representations in LIP are flexible on short timescales
and that LIP integrates multiple task-relevant visual features.
Furthermore, our observations are consistent with a model in
which LIP linearly integrates attention-related response-gain
modulations of feature representations from upstream visual
areas.NeuRESULTS
Delayed Conjunction Matching Task and Behavioral
Performance
Twomonkeys performed a delayed conjunction matching (DCM)
task in which a sample stimulus was followed by one to three test
stimuli (Figure 1A). The stimuli were circular patches (3 radius) ofron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1469
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and eight hues (Figure 1B). To receive a fluid reward, monkeys
were required to release a manual touch bar in response to a
test stimulus thatmatched both the sample’s direction and color.
On 25% of trials, none of the test stimuli matched the sample,
and monkeys were rewarded for withholding their response.
On each trial, one of two sample stimuli (‘‘A’’ or ‘‘B’’) instructed
the monkeys about which feature values were relevant. Sample
A was always yellow dots moving downward, while sample B
was always red dots moving upward. Each test stimulus could
be any conjunction of the eight hues and eight directions (64
unique test stimuli). For each of the three test periods, test stimuli
were pseudorandomly picked between five types of stimuli: (1)
the stimulusmatching the sample, (2) one of the seven nonmatch
stimuli whose color matched the sample color, (3) one of the
seven nonmatch stimuli whose direction matched the sample
direction, (4) the sample stimulus that was not presented on
this trial (e.g., sample B during sample A trials), or (5) one of
the 48 remaining nonmatch stimuli (both color and direction
nonmatch).
Both monkeys performed the DCM task accurately (percent
correct: monkey M: 86%, monkey N: 90%), consistent with
the monkeys using both features to guide their responses (Fig-
ure 1C). An examination of false-alarm errors (i.e., responding
to a nonmatch test stimulus) reveals elevated error rates for
test stimuli which matched the sample color (Figure 1D), and
for which the direction was visually similar to the sample.
Direction and Color Selectivity in LIP during DCM Task
A central aim of this study is to examine whether feature tuning in
LIP varies according to the features that are task relevant. The
DCM task allows this by independently assessing each neuron’s
test period direction and color tuning on sample A and B trials.
Importantly, throughout this manuscript (except for Figure S2
available online), we analyzed only nonmatching test stimuli.
This ensures that neuronal activity related to the monkeys’
manual responses does not contribute to the observed effects.
We recorded from 127 LIP neurons (monkey M: n = 65; mon-
key N: n = 62) during DCM task performance. A substantial frac-
tion of LIP neuronswere selective for the direction and/or color of
test stimuli (three-way ANOVA, with test direction, test color, and
sample identity as factors; p < 0.05). During the test period, 99/
127 (77%) of LIP neurons were direction selective and 55/127
(43%) were color selective (main effect of either factor and/or
interaction between direction/color and sample identity); 12/99
direction-selective neurons showed an interaction between di-
rection and sample identity, while a color sample interaction
was observed in 39/55 color-selective neurons. This suggests
that neuronal selectivity for test stimuli varied according to the di-
rections and colors that were relevant for solving each trial. A
substantial fraction of feature-selective LIP neurons were selec-
tive for both direction and color (n = 46, 83% of color-selective
neurons and 46% of direction-selective neurons).
Example neurons showing sample-dependent modulations of
direction and color selectivity during the DCM task are shown in
Figure 2. For each neuron, the left panel shows average activity
across the sample, delay, and first test period for sample A andB
trials. The neurons in Figures 2B and 2C responded preferentially1470 Neuron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Incto samples A and B, respectively. The right panel depicts test
period responses to each motion direction (Figures 2A and 2B)
or each color (Figures 2C and 2D) for sample A (blue) and B
(red) trials. Both neurons in Figures 2A and 2B showed shifts in
their preferred directions toward the direction of the relevant
sample. The example neurons in Figures 2C and 2D showed
test period color selectivity, which was strongly influenced by
sample identity, with both neurons exhibiting greater activity to
test stimuli of similar color as the sample. These examples sug-
gest that visual feature selectivity in LIP can show trial-by-trial
modulations in tuning depending on the task relevance of visual
features.
For population analysis, neuronal direction and color selec-
tivity were characterized separately on sample A and B
trials. Each neuron’s preferred direction was determined by
computing two vectors—the sum of the average response to
each direction weighted by the cosine and sine of their respec-
tive angle. Across the population of direction-selective neurons
(n = 99), the mean preferred direction was significantly shifted
toward the relevant sample direction by 21.6 (William-Watson
test, p = 0.001). We examined whether this population-level shift
in direction tuning could be due to the impact of a few neurons
showing large tuning shifts. A bootstrap analysis (Figure S1, p <
0.05) revealed that 18% (18/99) of LIP neurons showed signifi-
cant differences in their preferred direction between sample A
and B trials. Not surprisingly, this neuronal population showed
a large (117.9) and significant (p = 0.005) shift toward the rele-
vant sample. After removing these 18 neurons from the neuronal
pool, we still observed a significant shift toward the relevant
direction (n = 81, shift amplitude = 5.6, Watson-Williams test,
p = 0.002).
Although the above analysis used a fixed time epoch, we
observed variability in the time course of shift effects during
the test period across the population (mean latency =
176.1 ms, SD = 101 ms). Thus, we calculated direction tuning
shifts using a sliding window approach and found 31/127 neu-
ronswhose preferred direction was significantly (p < 0.05) shifted
(20/31 toward, 11/31 away; Figure 3A, average shift amplitude =
37.0 toward the sample, Watson-Williams test, p = 8 3 104).
Among the 18 neurons that showed significant shifts using the
fixed window, they all showed the same shift direction using
the sliding window. Since qualitatively similar results were ob-
tained using fixed or sliding windows, we will examine the
population defined by the sliding window approach (since it
yielded a larger population). For each neuron, we computed
the difference between the response to each direction during
sample A and B trials. As shown by the average population dif-
ferential response of shifted toward neurons (n = 20; Figure 3D),
the representation of the direction of the relevant sample is
emphasized.
We characterized the color tuning of each LIP neuron by fitting
a linear regression to the neuronal responses to each of the eight
test stimulus colors. Yellow and red were the end points of the
neuronal tuning function, so a neuron tuned to yellow had a
negative slope, while a neuron tuned to red had a positive slope.
A bootstrap analysis, similar to the one used to characterize the
shift in direction tuning, revealed that 44% (56/127) of LIP neu-
rons showed significant (p < 0.05) differences in their tuning.
Figure 2. Four Examples of Individual LIP Neurons
For each neuron, the time course of the neuronal response to sample A (blue traces) and to sample B (red traces) is shown during the sample, delay, and first test
epochs.
(A and B) Shifts of direction tuning. The polar plots to the right of each PSTH show average test-period firing rate to each test direction on sample A (blue) and
sample B (red) trials. The solid trace indicates the mean firing rate, while the dotted traces indicate the SEM. The blue and red oriented line segments correspond
to each neuron’s preferred direction on sample A and sample B trials.
(C and D) Shifts of color tuning. The plots to the right of each PSTH show each neuron’s average test-period firing rate to each test color on sample A (blue) and
sample B (red) trials. Error bars indicate SEM.
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Dynamic Visual Feature Encoding in LIPslope between sample A and sample B trials (49/56 shifted
toward, 7/56 shifted away). Using the sliding window permuta-
tion test (mean latency = 165.5 ms, SD = 66.1 ms), we found
that 70/127 LIP neurons’ color tuning was significantly shifted
(61 shifted toward, 9 shifted away). Among color selective neu-
rons (according to the three-way ANOVA described above),
13/55 were not significantly shifted.
Theaverageactivity of this population (n=83neurons thatwere
color selective or showed significant shifts of color tuning) during
the test period is shown in Figures 4A and 4B. This reveals that
population-level color preferences reversed depending on the
task relevance of each color. Neuronal color tuning was exam-
ined by applying a linear regression to each neuron’s (n = 83)
average responses to the eight colors, which revealed a mean
slope of 0.56 on A trials (indicating a preference for yellow)
and 0.58 on B trials (red preference) (paired t test, p = 1013).
Relationship between Direction and Color Tuning
While LIP showed significant task-dependent shifts of direction
and/or color selectivity, we tested whether tuning shift effects
were evident in the same pool of neurons. Among 31 neuronsNeuthat showed significant direction tuning shifts, 25/31 also
showed significant color tuning shifts. We examined the relation-
ship between each neuron’s direction-shift and color-shift
effects (Figure 5) and found that neurons with larger direction
shifts also showed larger color shifts (Spearman correlation
coefficient: 0.47, p = 0.016).
This raises a question about whether feature encoding in LIP is
used to detect and respond to match stimuli. To examine this,
we compared neuronal responses to stimulus A and stimulus B
when they were shown as match and nonmatch test stimuli.
We focused on neurons that were both color and direction selec-
tive using the three-way ANOVA or showed significant color and
direction tuning shifts (n = 71) during the DCM task (using
different populations led to similar results). Responses to match
stimuli (Figure S2A) were higher than for nonmatch stimuli for
both sample A (paired t test, p = 43 105) and B (p = 0.001) trials.
Moreover, the average population response was greater for
match compared to nonmatch stimuli during both sample A
and B trials (Figure S2B). This shows that, in addition to flexible
visual feature selectivity, LIP also reflects the match/nonmatch
status of test stimuli.ron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1471
Figure 3. Impact of Task Demands on LIP Direction Tuning
(A) Individual direction vectors and normalized activity of shifted neurons (n = 31) during sample A (blue) and B (red) trials. Solid lines represent the direction vector
of each neuron during sample A (blue) or B (red) trials. Blue and red dashed lines represent the sum of the blue and red (respectively) direction vectors. diff, angular
distance between sample A and sample B vectors.
(B) Individual direction vectors and normalized population activity of shifted-toward neurons, same conventions as in (A).
(C) Angular distance between the preferred direction of each direction selective neuron (n = 99) and the direction of sample A (270), whenmonkeys are looking for
sample A (x axis) or for sample B (y axis). Blue points: neurons whose preferred direction is significantly shifted toward the relevant direction. Red points: neurons
whose preferred direction is significantly shifted away from the relevant direction. Black points: neurons whose preferred direction is not significantly shifted.
Histogram along diagonal: projection of each point of the scatter plot on the diagonal.
(D) Average difference of response to each direction (±SEM) between sample A and B trials (n = 20, shifted toward neurons; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, paired t test).
Neuron
Dynamic Visual Feature Encoding in LIPOur results suggest that tuning shifts in LIP stem from modu-
lations of selective attention. However, we considered whether
they could instead reflect other cognitive or behavioral pro-
cesses such as arousal or motor planning, which could covary
with the similarity between sample and test stimuli. For example,
arousal could increase in proportion to sample test similarity,1472 Neuron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Incwhich could in turn modulate LIP activity. This could yield
an apparent tuning shift (i.e., greater firing to test features
similar to the sample), and a correlated amplitude of color
and direction shifts. We examined test-period activity among
significantly shifted (for both color and motion) neurons
(n = 25) as a function of sample-test similarity (or ‘‘spectral.
Figure 4. Impact of Task Demands on LIP
Color Tuning
(A) Average time course response (during test
period) to each test stimulus color (across color
selective neurons, n = 83) when monkeys were
looking for yellow (left) or for red (right). The color of
each trace indicates test-stimulus color.
(B) Average test-period activity among color-
selective neurons (n = 83) when monkeys were
looking for yellow (blue), for red (red) in a 100
to 400 ms timing window (paired t test, *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.001). Error bars indicate SEM.
(C) Each point represents the slope of the linear
regression fit of each neuron when monkeys were
looking for yellow (x axis) versus red (y axis).
Neuron
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sample A and B trials for neurons that preferred the direction
of samples A and B, respectively. Spectral distance = 1 are
the most similar nonmatching test stimuli to the sample in all
four plots. A global sample-test similarity effect would result
in stronger activity for smaller spectral distances in each plot.
Instead, such similarity effects were only evident when the rele-
vant sample was the same as the neurons’ preferred sample
(sample A trials, sample A preferring neurons: correlation coef-
ficient = 0.099, p = 0.0023; sample B trials, sample B prefer-
ring neurons: correlation coefficient = 0.231, p = 4 3 108) but
not when they differed (sample A trials, sample B preferring
neurons: correlation coefficient = 0.048, p = 0.25; sample B
trials, sample A preferring neurons: correlation coefficient =
0.009, p = 0.76), consistent with a tuning shift rather than a
global similarity effect. Moreover, the response of these neu-
rons to the 64 test stimuli did not increase with the probability
of false alarm responses (Figure S3B). This suggests that
neuronal activity does not track sample test similarity and
that tuning shifts are not due to factors such as arousal or
motor planning.Neuron 83, 1468–1480, SepVisual Feature Tuning during DCM
Task and Passive Viewing
For a subpopulation of LIP neurons (n =
83/127), we assessed direction and color
selectivity during passive viewing (PV) in
addition to the DCM task. This revealed
that a pool of LIP neurons (n = 40/83;
one-way ANOVA across 8 directions, p <
0.05) was direction selective during PV,
while a comparatively small population
was color selective (n = 17/83; one-way
ANOVA across 8 colors, p < 0.05). We
examined whether feature selectivity dur-
ing PV was related to selectivity during
the DCM task. Among direction-selective
neurons during PV, most were also direc-
tion selective during the DCM task (n = 36/
40; three-way ANOVA for DCM task, one-
way ANOVA for PV, p < 0.05). In contrast,
many LIP neurons were color selective
during the DCM task (n = 53) but not PV(n = 17 during PV; 9/17 also during DCM; three-way ANOVA
for DCM task and one-way ANOVA for PV, p < 0.05).
A large fraction of LIP neurons (104/127) responded preferen-
tially to one of the sample stimuli (t test, p < 0.01) during the DCM
task. The time course of LIP sample selectivity is shown for each
LIP neuron in Figure 6 (median latency: sample A selective
neurons: 129ms absolute deviation to themedian 83ms; sample
B selective neurons: 200 ms absolute deviation to the median:
155 ms). We asked whether neurons showed similar directional
preferences in the DCM and PV tasks. We focused on the neu-
rons (n = 36/83) that were direction selective during PV and re-
sponded differentially to the two samples during the sample
period of the DCM task. Neurons that preferred sample A during
the DCM task had a mean preferred direction of 260 during PV
(direction of sample A = 270). Likewise, neurons that preferred
sample B had a mean preference of 136 during PV (direction
of sample B = 90) (Figure 6B). This reveals a relationship be-
tween DCM sample selectivity and selectivity during PV. In
contrast, we did not detect an obvious relationship between
the relatively weak color selectivity during PV and DCM sample
selectivity. Among 17 color-selective neurons during PV, 14/17tember 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1473
Figure 5. Correlation between Color and Direction Shift Effects
Each point represents the amplitude of neuronal tuning shifts for direction
(x axis) and color (y axis). Filled points: neurons whose preferred direction is
shifted toward the attended direction. Open points: neurons whose preferred
direction is shifted away the attended direction.
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A, 6 preferred sample B). The slope of the linear regression for
test-period color tuning was negative for 2/8 sample A selective
neurons and positive for 6/6 of sample B selective neurons. The
small size of this pool precludes strong conclusions about the
relationship between passive and DCM-task color selectivity.
These results indicate that many LIP neurons show ‘‘native’’
direction tuning outside the DCM task, while a distinct pool of
neurons show direction selectivity that is more task dependent.
To determine whether these two groups of neurons exhibit the
same degree of sample-dependent tuning shifts, we compared
the magnitude of tuning shifts between the two populations.
Interestingly, LIP neurons that were not direction selective during
PV showed larger tuning shifts (61.9) compared to passively di-
rection-tuned neurons (40.3, t test, p = 0.029). This suggests
that natively untuned neurons show more flexible tuning during
the DCM task.
Gain Modulations in Upstream Visual Areas Could
Produce Tuning Shifts in LIP
We propose a model that suggests that tuning shifts in LIP could
arise via linear integration of attention-related gain changes that
occur in upstream visual areas, as described in MT and V4
(Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004; Maunsell and Treue, 2006;
McAdams and Maunsell, 1999; Treue and Martı´nez Trujillo,
1999). The model consists of two interconnected neuronal
layers, a first layer (L1) sending feedforward connections to a1474 Neuron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Incsecond layer (L2). In this example, L1 and L2 correspond to areas
MT and LIP, respectively, as we will focus on the shifts of direc-
tion tuning in LIP. But the same model applies similarly to color
with L1 neurons corresponding to V4 color selective neurons.
L2 neurons integrate multiple inputs from a population of direc-
tion-tuned L1 neurons (Figure 7A). The distribution of connection
weights between layers determines the direction selectivity of L2
neurons: the sharper the distribution of synaptic weights, the
sharper the direction tuning of the LIP neuron. Likewise, an L2
neuron that receives uniform input from L1 neurons would
respond uniformly to all directions.
Previous work in MT and V4 found that feature-selective
neurons show changes in response consistent with a gain mod-
ulation due to feature-based attention (Bichot et al., 2005; Mar-
tinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004; McAdams and Maunsell, 1999,
2000; Treue and Martı´nez Trujillo, 1999). Thus, we applied gain
modulations to L1 neurons and considered the impact on
tuning in L2 (Figure 7). When monkeys are looking for a specific
direction, there will be an increase in response gain for L1 neu-
rons tuned to nearby directions. Increases in gain are expected
to be strongest for neurons tuned to directions closest to the
relevant direction and progressively weaker (or even gain de-
creases) for larger mismatches in tuning (Martinez-Trujillo and
Treue, 2004). This reveals that linear integration of gain-modu-
lated L1 neuronal activity by L2 neurons produces shifts in L2
direction tuning toward the relevant (i.e., attended) direction
(Figure 7A). Moreover, the model can also account for tuning
shifts away from the attended direction, as observed in a small
neuronal pool in our study. Such modulations in model units
occurred when attention-related gain modulations in L1 neurons
were smaller for the attended than unattended direction, as pre-
viously reported in a subset of MT neurons (Treue and Martı´nez
Trujillo, 1999). Including L2 neurons in the model that specifically
integrates inputs from L1 neurons with such gain modulations
resulted in tuning shifts away from the attended direction.
This model provides a candidate mechanism to explain two
main observations in our study. First, shifts in direction tuning
were smaller for LIP neurons that were direction tuned during
passive viewing and vice versa. Second, LIP neurons, which
were weakly color selective during passive viewing, strongly
represented the relevant color during the DCM task. The model
suggests that these effects arise because feature tuning in L2
neurons is due to a linear combination of two factors: (1) the
native feature selectivity of L2 neurons and (2) the impact of
attention-related gain modulations in L1 neurons on L2 activity.
The model assumes that direction tuning in L2 (LIP) neurons
comes about by inputs from populations of L1 (MT) neurons
with nonuniform distributions of preferred directions. Likewise,
passively untuned L2 neurons receive inputs from populations
of L1 neurons with uniform distributions of preferred directions.
This predicts that passively direction-tuned L2 neurons will
show modest tuning shifts (Figure 7B). In contrast, passively un-
tuned L2 neurons (e.g., most LIP neurons were not color selec-
tive during passive viewing) can show large shifts since that tun-
ing primarily reflects the readout of L1 gain modulations (as we
observed for LIP color tuning during the DCM task) (Figure 7B).
Interestingly, the model also predicts that the tuning shift
amplitude depends on the distance between the native preferred.
Figure 6. Sample Selectivity and Feature Tuning during Passive Viewing
(A) Time course of sample selectivity. Top: each row depicts the time course of sample selectivity (A versus B) for one neuron from sample onset to the offset of the
first test stimulus. Black points on each row represent the latency at which selectivity becomes significant for that neuron (n = 102/127). Neurons are sorted
according to their latency of sample selectivity. Bottom: average time course of sample selectivity (ROC) across the population shown above.
(B) Comparison of direction tuning during the DCM task and passive viewing. Left: preferred directions during passive viewing is shown among direction-selective
neurons that preferred sample A during the DCM task (n = 20). Right: the same, shown across neurons that preferred sample B during DCM task. Green lines
represent the mean angle across all vectors.
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Dynamic Visual Feature Encoding in LIPdirection of each neuron and the direction of the task-relevant
sample stimulus (Figure 7C). L2 neurons with native preferred
directions that are similar to the attended direction show
gain modulations (but not tuning shifts) similar to those in
upstream visual areas. This will be a focus of future work, as
this prediction could not be tested given the limited size of our
neuronal pool.
DISCUSSION
We examined the hypothesis that feature-based attention selec-
tively gates information about task-relevant visual features be-
tween LIP and upstream visual areas. Previous work showed
that color and motion are primarily processed in distinct visual
areas. This raises a question about how information about mul-
tiple visual features is read out by downstream areas. We re-
corded LIP activity during a DCM task that manipulated the
task relevance of color and direction features. This revealed sub-
stantial color and direction selectivity during the DCM task.
Furthermore, we observed significant shifts of color and direc-
tion tuning depending onwhich color and direction were relevant
for solving the task. A majority of neurons showed shifts toward
the attended direction or color, and the amplitude of direction
tuning shifts depended on neurons’ ‘‘native’’ direction selectivity
(assessed during passive viewing)—neurons that were natively
direction tuned showed smaller shifts than neurons that were
not natively tuned. This is consistent with a model in which LIP
neurons integrate the activity of pools of upstream neurons
(e.g., MT and V4) that are known to show response-gain changes
as a result of feature-based attention. Together, this suggests
that feature-based attention gates inputs from upstream visual
areas to LIP, resulting in integrative representations of task-rele-
vant visual features.NeuAlthough previous theoretical work has focused on the poten-
tial utility of such tuning shifts (Carrasco et al., 2004; Compte and
Wang, 2006), this study is, to our knowledge, the first demonstra-
tion of shifts of direction and color tuning. Previous studies of
feature-based attention in the motion processing system
showed that attending to a particular direction increases the
response gain of MT neurons tuned to the attended direction
(Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004; Treue and Martı´nez Trujillo,
1999). Similar gainmodulations of form (Bichot et al., 2005), color
(Bichot et al., 2005; Motter and Health, 1994), or orientation
(McAdams and Maunsell, 1999) tuning have also been shown
in V4 as a result of feature-based attention. A previous study
showed that representations in V4 during natural image viewing
can shift as a function of feature-based attention (David et al.,
2008). In this study, monkeys had to detect target images, either
during delayed matching or free-viewing search tasks. The au-
thors showed that the joint selectivity in V4 for orientation and
spatial frequency shifted toward the spectral properties of the
target. This raises the possibility that visual areas upstream
from LIP may also show attention-related tuning shifts. More-
over, earlier work showed that feature selectivity can emerge in
visual cortex when those features are task relevant. For example,
direction selectivity has been described in V4 during a delayed
matching task (Ferrera et al., 1994), and color selectivity has
been described in MT during visual search (Buracas and
Albright, 2009). Although the DCM task engages feature-based
attention, the monkeys’ high accuracy rate along with the lack
of invalid trials—in which attention is cued to task-irrelevant
features—precludes a direct examination of the relationship be-
tween neuronal tuning shifts and behavior.
A previous study reported that LIP neurons show color selec-
tivity when the stimulus color cued monkeys about the direction
of a saccade (Toth andAssad, 2002). The color selectivity that weron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1475
Figure 7. Visual Feature Integration Model
(A) Schematic representation of the two layer model. Bottom: each point represents one neuron. Each L1 neuron is tuned to a specific direction. The length and
direction (up or down) of red lines represent the multiplicative gain applied to each neuron due to feature based attention. The red arrow indicates the attended
direction. Middle: representation of synaptic weights between L1 neurons and a single L2 neuron. Top: tuning curve of an L2 (i.e., LIP) neuron that linearly in-
tegrates inputs from the L1 population, during passive viewing (black curve), or when attention is applied to one direction (red points).
(B) Amplitude of the tuning shift between A and B trials as a function of the width of the distribution of the connections between the two layers of neurons.
(C) Amplitude of the tuning shift as a function of the distance between the attended direction and the preferred direction of L2 neurons for a fixed width of
connections weight of 180.
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Dynamic Visual Feature Encoding in LIPdescribe differs from that study in at least two important ways.
First, the previous study reported that LIP neurons differentiated
between pairs of complementary colors but did not report
shifts in color tuning or examine fine color discrimination. We
show that LIP color selectivity exhibits trial-to-trial shifts in
tuning toward the task-relevant color in monkeys making fine
color discriminations. Second, color selectivity in the previous
study appeared to emerge with a relatively long latency following
stimulus onset—during the late-stimulus and presaccadic delay
periods. During this period of the task, monkeys had to use
nonspatial information (cue color) to plan a spatially targeted
motor response. In contrast, we found comparatively short-
latency task-dependent color selectivity independent of planned
actions.1476 Neuron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier IncWe present a model that can account for the observed effects
of task demands on color and direction tuning in LIP. The model
may also relate to visual feature selectivity reported in previous
studies in LIP (Fanini and Assad, 2009; Sereno and Maunsell,
1998; Toth and Assad, 2002). A model prediction is that LIP
can exhibit selectivity for any visual feature encoded by neurons
located one synapse upstream from LIP (e.g., MT or V4), which
are assumed to show multiplicative gain changes as a result of
feature-based attention.
LIP has been extensively studied in the context of visual-
spatial processing (Bisley and Goldberg, 2003, 2010; Goldberg
et al., 1990; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Herrington and Assad, 2009;
Ibos et al., 2013; Ipata et al., 2009). However, mounting evidence
suggests that LIP is also involved in a number of nonspatial and.
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Dynamic Visual Feature Encoding in LIPcognitive functions. For example, LIP activity can reflect the
learned category membership of visual stimuli in monkeys per-
forming a visual categorization task (Freedman and Assad,
2006; Swaminathan and Freedman, 2012). Furthermore,
nonspatial representations are encoded independently from,
and multiplexed with, spatial signals related to saccadic eye
movements (Rishel et al., 2013). Likewise, encoding of stimulus
salience can be integrated with effector signals (Oristaglio
et al., 2006). The current study gives additional insight into the
flexibility of nonspatial representations in LIP and shows that
LIP feature selectivity can vary rapidly from trial to trial (in
contrast to the long training durations in the studies mentioned
above) according to changes in task demands. In the DCM
task, monkeys were extensively trained with the two sample
stimuli used during LIP recordings, raising the possibility that
the patterns of selectivity and tuning shifts in LIP might vary
according to the set of stimuli used during training—a question
that should be examined in future work.
LIP has been described as a priority map, in which the behav-
ioral valences of stimuli are spatially mapped and used to guide
behavior (Bisley and Goldberg, 2010; Ipata et al., 2009). At the
population level, tuning shifts, both toward and away from the
attended feature values, could serve to enhance the representa-
tion of stimuli containing those features and, as a consequence,
enhance their priority. Consistent with this hypothesis, LIP neu-
rons responded strongly to match stimuli that required a behav-
ioral response. Similar match/nonmatch selectivity has been
observed in a number of areas including ITC (Miller et al., 1991,
1993) and PFC (Miller et al., 1996). However, the DCM task
was not designed to precisely characterize match/nonmatch
selectivity, which could reflect amixture of perceptual, cognitive,
and premotor processes.
Recent studies have raised the possibility that the PFC could
play a leading role in the voluntary control of both spatial (Arm-
strong et al., 2009; Ibos et al., 2013; Schafer and Moore, 2011)
and feature-based (Zhou and Desimone, 2011) attention as it
exerts top-down control on both visual and parietal cortices
(Ekstrom et al., 2008; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Noudoost et al.,
2010). Moreover, PFC also encodes task-dependent represen-
tations of cognitive variables, including changes in task context
or rules (Bichot et al., 1996; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Wallis et al.,
2001). Importantly, we posit that the dynamic feature encoding
that we have observed in LIP reflects the bottom-up integration
of the activity in upstream visual areas, for which attentional
modulations could be driven primarily by PFC. Therefore, our
data support the hypothesis that the PFC directs the flow of
task-relevant information from early sensory areas to LIP. Key
issues for future work will be to directly test this hypothesis
and better understand the brain-wide neuronal circuitry underly-
ing the flexible integration of visual feature representations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Behavioral Task and Stimulus Display
Two male monkeys (macaca mulatta, 10–11 kg) were seated in primate
chairs, head restrained, and faced a 21-inch color CRTmonitor on which stim-
uli were presented (1,280 3 1,024 resolution, 85 Hz, 57 cm viewing distance).
Monkeysmaintained fixation during each trial (2 radius). Stimuli were 6 diam-
eter circular patches of colored random dots (n = 475) moving at a speed ofNeu10/s with 100% coherence. Sample and test stimuli were presented for
550 ms. Stimulus colors were generated using the LAB color space (1976
CIE L*a*b) and all colors were measured as isoluminant in experimental condi-
tions, using a luminance meter (Minolta).
For a subset of recording sessions, after the DCM task, we tested neuronal
color and direction selectivity during a passive viewing (PV) task. Monkeys
were rewarded for maintaining fixation and holding the bar while stimuli
were shown (550 ms each) sequentially in the receptive field (RF) of the neuron
being recorded. Both the sequence of stimuli and the conjunction of color and
direction were different for eachmonkey. Formonkey N, each trial consisted of
a succession of four stimuli randomly picked among the set of 64 stimuli. For
monkey M, each trial consisted of a succession of eight stimuli. In half of the
trials (direction trials), stimulus direction varied from direction 1 to 8 and was
all colored similarly (color 3 in Figure 1). In the other half of the trials (color
trials), stimulus color varied from color 1 to 8 and was all moving in the same
direction (direction 4 in Figure 1).
The fixed sequence of stimuli used for monkey M could bias selectivity
toward either direction/color 1 (via stronger responses to the first stimulus)
or direction/color 8 (as reward expectation increased toward the end of
each trial). This could result in covarying responses between colors and direc-
tions. We tested 56/66 monkey M’s neurons during PV. More than half of them
(n = 37/56) were either exclusively direction selective (n = 17/37), exclusively
color selective (n = 6), or both color and direction (n = 14) selective during
PV (ANOVA, p < 0.05). Activity during color and direction trials was correlated
for 11/37 neurons (p < 0.05), which were discarded from further PV analysis.
Gaze position was measured with an optical eye tracker (SR Research) at a
1.0 kHz sampling rate and stored for offline analysis. Control and measure-
ment of task events, stimulus presentation, behavioral signals, and reward
were controlled by Monkeylogic software (Asaad and Eskandar, 2008a,
2008b; Asaad et al., 2013) (http://www.monkeylogic.net) running in MATLAB
on a Windows-based PC.
Electrophysiological Recordings
Monkeys were implanted with a headpost and recording chamber during
aseptic procedures (Swaminathan and Freedman, 2012). The stereotaxic co-
ordinates and angle of the chambers were determined by 3D MRI conducted
prior to surgery. The recording chambers were positioned over the left intra-
parietal sulcus. All procedures were in accordance with the University of
Chicago’s Animal Care and Use Committee and U.S. National Institutes of
Health guidelines.
During each experiment session, a single 75 mm tungsten microelectrode
(FHC) was lowered into the cortex using a motorized microdrive (NAN Instru-
ments) and dura-piercing guide tube. Neurophysiological signals were
amplified, digitalized, and stored for offline spike sorting (Plexon) and analysis.
RF Mapping
Neurons’ RFs were tested prior to running the DCM task, using a memory-
saccade (MS) task (Gnadt and Andersen, 1988). Neurons were considered
to be in LIP if they showed spatially selective visual or delay period responses,
spatially selective presaccadic responses, or were located between such neu-
rons in an electrode penetration. Although the color and direction selectivity of
some LIP neurons was assessed outside the context of the DCM task, color
and direction selectivity were not used as selection criteria for choosing which
neurons to record. DCM and PV task stimuli were always presented inside the
neurons’ RFs.
Data Analysis
Behavioral and neuronal results were similar in both monkeys. Thus, we
merged their data for population analysis. All analyses were conducted using
only correct trials.
Normalization
Except where indicated otherwise, population analysis utilized normalized
firing rates for each neuron. Each neuron’s maximum firing rate was deter-
mined by using a moving average (window width = 100 ms, step size =
1 ms) across the sample, delay, and test periods, applied separately to
average activity for each of the 64 unique sample stimuli. Normalized firing
rates were computed by dividing each neuron’s response by its maximumron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1477
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than normalized, firing rates.
Sample Selectivity
Firing rates during sample A and B trials were computed in two time win-
dows: the sample and delay periods. Both windows were 450 ms in duration
and began 50 ms after sample onset (sample period) and after sample offset
(delay period). Sample-selective neurons were those that showed a signifi-
cant difference in response between sample A or B trials either during the
sample or delay periods (t test, p < 0.01). The time course of this selectivity
for each neuron (Figure 6A) was computed by running sliding receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) comparisons (Green and Swets, 1966). Firing
rates were computed in 100 ms moving average windows (1 ms step size)
from the beginning of the fixation period to the end of the first test stimulus
and compared using ROC analysis. Latencies were computed for all sam-
ple-selective neurons, defined as the first time bin at which the ROC com-
parison is significant (Wilcoxon rank test, p < 0.01) for 100 consecutive
1.0 ms time steps. Each neuron’s latency is depicted by a black vertical
line in Figure 6A.
Color and Direction Selectivity
Because monkeys report the presence of matching test stimuli with an arm/
hand movement, that response could influence the firing rate of LIP neurons.
In order to eliminate the impact of motor-related responses on the results of
test-period analyses, we only included nonmatching test stimuli in these ana-
lyses (unless specified otherwise). Test period selectivity was examined for
each neuron using a fixed time window between 100 and 400 ms following
test onset. Selectivity was evaluated with a three-way ANOVA (p < 0.05),
with sample identity (A or B), test color, and test direction as factors.
Direction Tuning
Neuronal direction tuning was quantified by computing a directional vector for
each neuron separately on sample A and B trials. Direction vectors were











where FR(i) is the firing rate of the neuron to the ith direction; [0 X] and [0 Y] are
the Cartesian coordinates of the vector. The significance of the angular dis-
tances between direction vectors on sample A and B trials was computed
in a time window of 100–400 ms after test onset (Figure S1). From each
pool of trials corresponding to each direction, we sampled with replacement
ni trials for the i
th direction. For example, for one neuron on which we acquired
n1 trials for direction 1, the sampling with replacement procedure consisted
of picking one trial at random only from the pool of direction 1 trials (we were
not shuffling trials of a specific direction with trials from other directions),
replacing it in the pool of direction 1 trials, and repeating this procedure until
n1 trials were picked for that direction. We proceeded similarly for each direc-
tion within their respective pools of trials (n2 trials for direction 2, n3 trials for
direction 3. n8 trials for direction 8) and computed the preferred direction
during sample A and sample B trials (Pref-dirA and Pref-dirB) based on those
resampled trials. Pref-dirA and Pref-dirB were then directly compared to the
direction of sample A (270, DirAtoPref-dirA and DirAtoPref-dirB). This proce-
dure was repeated 1,000 times to generate as many values of DirAtoPref-dirA
and DirAtoPref-dirB. We computed all the possible combinatory differences
between the 1,000 DirAtoPref-dirA and the 1,000 DirAtoPref-dirB (1,000,000
DirAtoPref-dirA  DirAtoPref-dirB). Negative values of this difference means
that Pref-dirA is closer to the direction of sample A than Pref-dirB. If at least
97.5% (p % 0.05) of these differences were negative, the preferred direction
of the neuron was considered to be significantly shifted toward the attended
direction. Inversely, if at least 97.5% of these differences were positive, the
preferred direction of the neuron was significantly shifted away from the
attended direction.
Conventional statistics such as the t test or Wilcoxon tests are not suited for
circular data. Thus, equity of the means of circular data was compared using a
parametric William-Watson test.
Sliding Window Permutation Test
Inspection of individual neurons revealed variability (across neurons) in the
time that tuning-shift effects appeared during the early test period. To take1478 Neuron 83, 1468–1480, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Incthis variability into account, we ran the same permutation test (described
above) using a 100 ms window (step size = 5 ms), with the first point of the
window sliding between the test onset and the RT during that session. Similar
effects were observed with a range of window widths, steps, and starting/
ending points. A set of trials for each of the eight directions was randomly
picked and used to compute the time course of Pref-dirA and Pref-dirB.
This procedure was repeated 1,000 times and differences in preferred
direction are considered significant if 97.5% of the differences between
DirAtoPref-dirA and DirAtoPref-dirB are negative (shifted toward) or positive
(shifted away) for at least ten consecutive time bins. The direction vectors
presented in Figure 3 are computed over a 100 ms window following the first
significant time bin.
Color Tuning
Color tuning shifts were characterized with a similar method as for direction.
However, the color space we used was not circular but linear, preventing
the use of a vector-based method for measuring color tuning. Instead, we
fitted a linear regression to the responses of each neuron to the eight colors,
because most color-selective neurons appeared to show monotonically
increasing or decreasing activity across the tested color space (e.g., Figure 2).
Color A (yellow) was arbitrarily defined as color 1 and color B (red) as color 8
so that negative and positive slopes reflected neuronal tuning to colors A
and B, respectively. Color tuning shifts as a function of sample identity were
examined using the same permutation tests as used for direction selectivity.
However, instead of computing the angular distance of DirAtoPref-dirA and
DirAtoPref-dirB, we compared the slopes of the linear fit during A trials (slopeA)
and B trials (slopeB) to investigate the magnitude of the tuning shifts. If at least
97.5% (p% 0.05) of the differences between slopeA and slopeBwere negative,
the color tuningwas significantly shifted toward the attended color. Inversely, if
at least 97.5% (p% 0.05) of slopeA  slopeB were positive, the color tuning of
the neurons was significantly shifted away the attended color. The same
sliding window procedure described for the direction shift analysis was also
applied to color tuning.
Distance to the Sample
We analyzed neuronal sensitivity to the visual similarity or ‘‘spectral distance’’
between all possible combinations of sample and test stimuli. A distance of
0 corresponds to identical (i.e., ‘‘match’’) sample and test stimuli. Each step
away from the color or the direction of the sample adds 1.0 to the spectral dis-
tance. The maximum spectral distance between sample and test stimuli is 11
(7 color steps + 4 direction steps). Test period neuronal responses to different
spectral distances were computed across the population that showed signif-
icant color and direction tuning shifts and were separately examined for each
sample stimulus. Moreover, neuronswere segregated based on their preferred
direction during the test period: one population had preferred directions closer
to sample A, and the other population had preferred directions closer to
sample B. The average preferred direction of each neuron was computed by
summing the direction vectors Pref-dirA and Pref-dirB.
Two-Layer Integration Model
The model we propose consists of two neuronal layers. Each of 1,000 second
layer (L2) neurons receivedweighted inputs from eight neurons of the first layer
(L1). L1 neurons were feature tuned according to Equation 1. Each neuron’s
direction tuning was a Gaussian distribution centered on its preferred direc-








Tun1(i) is the tuning curve of the ith neuron of L1. In our example, Tun1 are
Gaussian distributions centered at m (0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270,
and 215) with a 50 standard deviation (s) (different s give similar results).
attgain is the gain applied to the activity of the L1 neuron when monkeys
attended to one specific direction. During passive viewing, attgain was equal
to 1 for all L1 neurons. When one direction was relevant, attgain was a 360
-
wide Gaussian distribution centered on the relevant direction (in our example
direction A [270] or direction B [90]), with a standard deviation of 45. Similar
results were obtained with different values of the standard deviation of Tun1
and attgain. For each of 1,000 iterations, gain modulation amplitudes were
randomly assigned. The lower bound of the distribution (which modulates.
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0.85 and 1 while the higher bound (which modulates neurons tuned to the
attended direction) was randomly picked between 0.95 and 1.25. If gain mod-
ulation values for the attended feature were defined as being lower than those
for the unattended feature, this produced shifts away from the attended
feature value in L2 of the model.
Feature tuning of L2 neurons depended on the linear integration of L1 inputs





Tun2 is the direction tuning of an L2 neuron after linear integration of the
weighted inputs from the eight neurons of L1. W(j) is the synaptic weight of
the connection between the jth neuron of L1 and L2 neuron; const corresponds
to a constant term, arbitrarily defined as 10.0 spikes/s, which corresponds
to other inputs that L2 neurons also integrate, such as purely nonselective
visual responses, salience of the stimuli, spatial attention, motivation, or other
cognitive factors.
For each of the 1,000 L2 neurons, attgainwas either centered on 270
 or 90.
The standard deviation of the distribution of the synaptic weight (W) was
randomly assigned between 1 and 360. This consequently modulated the
sharpness of the tuning of the L2 neurons; a sharp distribution of synaptic
weights resulted in L2 neuron sharply direction tuned, a broad distribution
of synaptic weights resulted in an untuned L2 neuron. We also randomly
defined the center of the distribution of the connection weights (between 1
to 360), which consequently modulated the preferred direction of L2 neurons.
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